ABSTRACT For semi-supervised learning, we propose the label propagation method in the framework of evidence theory. The proposed method can deal with two problems which are the classification tasks with extremely few labeled data and identification of outlier samples. By incorporating the basic belief assignment functions as the soft evidential labels, both the uncertainty of samples' class assignments and the degree of samples' abnormality can be measured. On the basis of the designed label update mechanism, the soft evidential label of each initially unlabeled sample will be iteratively updated by absorbing the label information from its neighbors. Once the partition of the dataset is stable, the samples with high confidences of abnormality will be identified as outliers and others will be assigned to their most supported classes. The experiment results on several UCI and benchmark datasets validate the effectiveness of the proposed method in comparison with several state-of-the-art methods. In addition, tests on noisy spiral datasets show the robustness and feasibility of detecting outliers.
I. INTRODUCTION
In practice, having abundant unlabeled data while only few labeled ones is common in many domains, such as disease diagnosis [1] , human action recognition [2] and materials corrosion calculation [3] . Semi-supervised learning (SSL) [4] , [5] , which can incorporate unlabeled samples' information so as to improve the performance of classifiers, is developed to alleviate the problem of the inadequate labels. It has been confirmed that SSL not only avoids wasting the information of unlabeled data but also improves the capability of many supervised learning methods.
Generally, commonly used SSL methods include four classes. (1) Self-training [6] , [7] . It states that the learning process can be taught and enhanced by its own reliable outputs. It can cooperate with different basic classifiers without changing their inner workings, while error accumulation may occur in this method. (2) Co-training [8] , [9] . It is characterized by the existence of two ''sufficient'' and ''conditionally independent'' feature subsets and two classifiers.
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The un-labeled data, whose labels are predicted with high confidence by one classifier, will be used to retrain another classifier. ( 3) The generative model [10] , [11] . It predicts the labels of unlabeled data through determining the underlying mixture model. (4) Graph-based methods [12] , [13] . It works on a graph whose nodes consist of all the samples and weights of edges reflect the similarities of corresponding vertices. Among the above four classes of SSL methods, the graphbased methods are worth mentioning because of their high accuracy. One of the major graph-based models is the type of kernel methods [14] - [17] . They extend the support vector machine with graph regularization to improve the generalization ability for unlabeled data, while the computational costs are relatively high. Another representative graph-based model is the type of label propagation (LP) methods [18] which are known for their simplicity. Without optimization problems, LP methods can propagate labels to unlabeled nodes through edges connecting labeled nodes and unlabeled nodes. Therefore, LP is more competent.
In this paper, we focus on the LP methods to deal with the classification tasks with extremely few labeled data. A LP algorithm was introduced by Zhu and Ghahramani [18] .
By constructing a fully connected graph, LP iteratively propagates the soft labels of labeled nodes to unlabeled nodes until a global consistency is realized. This process can be summarized as Y (t+1) = WY (t) where Y (t) is the label matrix of all the nodes in the tth (0 ≤ t ∈ N ) propagation and W is the weight matrix of the edges. An improved work is the linear neighborhood propagation (LNP) [19] which assumes that each sample in dataset can be linearly reconstructed by its neighbors. Thus the process of its label propagation only makes use of the label information of neighborhoods. LNP is also capable to classify new samples that do not belong to the initial training set. In the work of Liu et al. [20] , the proposed semi-supervised label propagation (SLP) method partially absorbs label information from neighbors so as to avoid the accumulation of wrong label information in some degree. This procedure is summarized as
where W is the normalized weight matrix and α (0 < α < 1) is the proportion parameter. Following these works, some relative classification strategies are added to the above LP models for enhanced performance in their designed tasks [21] - [24] . However, the above LP methods are all linear models established in the statistical framework, and their performance may be affected by outlier samples in dataset because of the incompetence to detect outliers. Recently, Zhou et al. [25] proposed a semi-supervised evidential label propagation (SELP) algorithm for graph data in the framework of evidence theory [26] , [27] . The nonlinear evidential combination rule contributes to the superior performance of SELP. In each label propagation process, the unlabeled node will be assigned to one certain class if the corresponding confidence exceeds a threshold. In addition, SELP can identify the nodes which are completely dissimilar with others as outliers. This ability makes it more attractive.
Despite the superior performance of SELP over traditional LP methods, there still exist two major limitations which need further attention. 1) The hard labels in SELP can not characterize the uncertainty of nodes' class assignments, and the pre-given threshold employed also affects the performance. 2) Only the special nodes, which are completely dissimilar with their neighbors under the similarity measurement of SELP, can be identified as outliers.
To address the aforementioned limitations, we extend the SELP to soft label occasion, and propose a semi-supervised soft evidential label propagation (SSELP) algorithm in the framework of evidence theory. The proposed SSELP algorithm incorporates the basic belief assignment functions as the soft evidential labels of samples, in this way, both the uncertainty of samples' class assignments and the degree of samples' abnormality can be measured. The soft evidential labels of all the samples form a credal partition [28] of the dataset. Then a label update mechanism, which allows each unlabeled samples to non-linearly fuse the label information from its neighbors, is designed to iteratively update the soft evidential label of each initially unlabeled sample. Once the credal partition is stable, the samples with high confidences of abnormality will be identified as outliers and others will be assigned to their most supported classes. Main contributions of this work are as follows: 1) A soft evidential label is proposed to measure both the uncertainty of a sample's class assignments and the degree of its abnormality. 2) A label updated mechanism is designed to iteratively update the soft evidential labels of each initially unlabeled sample. 3) Tests of the proposed SSELP on several UCI and benchmark datasets are conducted and compared with the state-of-the-art methods. In addition, the sensitivity of parameters is analyzed and feasibility of identifying outliers is also tested. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly introduces the evidence theory. Section III details the proposed SSELP algorithm. Experiments are given in Section IV. And we draw conclusions and future work in Section V.
II. BASICS OF EVIDENCE THEORY
Evidence theory, also known as Dempster-Shafer theory and belief functions theory, was proposed by Dempster and Shafer [26] , [27] . It is a generalization of probability framework. Assume that c mutually exclusive and exhaus- 
The element A satisfying m(A) > 0 is called a focal element of the BBA. The set of all the focal elements is called the core of the BBA. The BBA measures the support of an evidence to all the possible hypotheses of the problem. The belief assigned to the FOD, or m( ), indicates the degree of total ignorance to the investigated problem. The belief assigned to the non-singleton subset of the power set 2 indicates local ignorance. The BBA will reduce to a probability when it only has singleton focal elements. The belief function Bel(·) and plausibility function Pl(·) were also proposed on the basis of the BBA by Shafer [28] . For ∀A ∈ ,
Evidently, Pl(A) = 1 − Bel(A). Bel(A) indicates the exact support to A and all its subsets, which is the lower probability VOLUME 7, 2019 of supporting A. Pl(A) indicates the total possible support to A and all its subsets, which is the upper probability of supporting A. Therefore, the value Pl(A) − Bel(A) represents the ignorance to A. A discounting operation was proposed by Smets [29] to deal with the unreliable evidences. If a BBA m(·) with a reliability factor α(α ∈ [0, 1]) is provided by an evidence, the discounting operation will result in a new BBA m α (A). For ∀A ∈ 2 ,
Many different combination rules were proposed to fuse several distinct evidences [30] , [31] . Among them, the Dempster's rule [27] is widely used because of its associative and commutative properties. Assume that the BBAs m i (·)(i = 1, 2, ..., n) are provided by distinct and independent evidence sources. They are defined on the same FOD and completely reliable. Based on the Dempster's rule, the fused
where When K = 0, it means that these evidences are completely consistent. When K = 1, they are in complete conflict with each other and the Dempster's rule will be out of operation. When K ∈ [0, 1), Dempster's rule redistributes conflicts to each focal element by normalization. Recently, evidence theory has been widely used in many fields like decision making [32] , [33] , ensemble learning [34] - [36] , uncertainty inference [37] - [39] and classification tasks [40] - [42] . Furthermore, in classification and clustering problems, the concept of credal partition M was proposed by Denoeux and Masson [28] according to the following definition:
where m i (i = 1, 2, ..., n) is the BBA defined on the sample x i and n is the total number of samples in a dataset. Credal partition is an extension of the traditional probabilistic partition. By assigning the samples to not only each class but also a set of classes with different belief, it provides a deeper insight into the classification task.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, firstly, we construct a model of evidences; Secondly, we present a framework of the label update mechanism. Finally, complexity of the proposed method is given.
Assume that there are l labeled samples among the n samples with d features in the dataset. In SSL, we know l n.
denote the set of all the existing classes in the dataset. Let V L = {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), ..., (x l , y l )} and V U = {x l+1 , x l+2 , ..., x n } respectively denote the set of initially labeled samples and that of unlabeled samples, where
A. EVIDENTIAL MODELING
The manifold assumption [4] states that samples close to each other are more likely to share a same label. Based on the assumption, neighbors of each unlabeled sample can be seen as evidences to support its classification. In this work, we take the K nearest neighbors as K evidences. Let N i denote the set of K nearest neighbors of the sample x i (i = 1, 2, ..., n). Let E ij denote the evidence that the sample x i shares the same label with x j (x j ∈ N i ).
In order to obtain reasonable classification results, the reliability of each evidence should be considered. As we know, the reliability of an evidence is inversely proportional to the dissimilarity between the neighbor and the unlabeled sample. Based on the information of same neighbors, the similarity between the sample x i and x j is defined as follows.
where |·| denotes the cardinality of a set.
Correspondingly, the dissimilarity d ij between the sample x i and x j can be obtained.
A commonly used exponential function [43] is used to approximate the reliability α ij of the evidence E ij .
where parameters α 0 > 0, β > 0 and can respectively take 1 and 2 as default. The parameter γ follows the below definition.
whereuantile represents theuantile of a set. And the parameter q is suggested to take a value in [0.5, 1). It can be set to 0.9 as default in real applications.
B. LABEL UPDATE MECHANISM
For reducing calculation, the focal set in this work consists of each existing class w t (t = 1, 2, ..., c) and the whole set . We denote m({w t }) as m(w t ) for simplification. The belief assigned to the whole set m i ( ) is used to measure the abnormality of x i . Under the above definitions, the BBA 
T is a credal partition of all the samples in the kth update.
Initialization. For each labeled sample x i ∈ V L (i = 1, 2, ..., l), the categorical BBA is adopted to measure the total determinacy to the label information. For ∀A ∈ {w 1 , w 2 , ..., w c , },
For each unlabeled sample x u ∈ V U (u = l +1, l +2, ..., n), the vacuous BBA is adopted to measure the total ignorance to the label information. For ∀A ∈ {w 1 , w 2 , ..., w c , },
Then the initial credal partition M (0) can be obtained.
The kth update. For each labeled sample x i ∈ V L (i = 1, 2, ..., l), its soft evidential label is kept unchanged in each update.
For each unlabeled sample x u ∈ V U (u = l +1, l +2, ..., n), it absorbs the label information from its K nearest neighbors. Considering the reliability of each neighbor, the discounting operation is conducted. For each evidence E uj (x j ∈ N u ), the discounted BBA (m (k−1) j ) * can be obtained by the below operation. For ∀A ∈ {w 1 , w 2 , ..., w c , },
Then the soft evidential label of the unlabeled sample x u will be updated to m
u which fuses all the discounted label information of its neighbors based on the Dempster's rule.
Correspondingly, the credal partition M (k) in the kth update can be obtained.
The credal partition will be iteratively updated under the designed label update mechanism until it is stable or the iteration exceeds the allowed maximum iteration. In this paper, the F-norm is used to measure the stability of the credal partition. If (M (k) − M (k−1) ) F ≤ δ or k > n maxits , the evidential update process will be stopped and the stable credal partition M = M (k) will be output, where the parameter δ is a pre-given threshold and n maxits is the allowed maximum iteration. The parameters δ and n maxits can be set to 10 −10 and 1000 as default, respectively.
Although the credal partition M is more informative, the hard classification results can also be given if necessary. For each unlabeled sample 
Discount the evidence (m (k−1) j ) * by Eq.14; Update the soft evidential label m 1, 2, ..., c) , it will be identified as an outlier; otherwise it will be assigned to the class w g where g = arg max t {m u (w t )|t = 1, 2, ..., c}.
(i = 1, 2, ..., c) it will be identified as an outlier; otherwise, it will be assigned to the class w g where g = arg max t {m u (w t )|t = 1, 2, ..., c}. The pseudo-code of SSELP is in Algorithm 1. In addition, the main idea of the proposed SSELP is similar to the SELP method [25] . Both methods are based on evidential label and synchronous update. The main differences between SSELP and SELP are as follows:
• A soft evidential label represented by BBA is proposed and propagated in SSELP. However, the hard evidential label is propagated in SELP. It needs a pre-defined threshold to determine whether an unlabeled sample can be labeled in each label update process.
• SSELP focuses on multi-dimensional data (non-graph data), while SELP is specially designed for the community detection task on graph data. In order to deal with non-graph data, we adopt the K nearest neighbor method to find out the evidence sources.
• The parameter γ (Eq.10) is defined on theuantile (the default value is 0.9 quantile) in SSELP which is more efficient, while the median value is defined in SELP. 
C. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
Firstly, it takes O(n 2 ) to obtain the dissimilarity and reliability coefficients in evidential modelling; Secondly, it takes time complexity 2K (c + 1) to update its label for each unlabeled sample. Therefore, the total complexity of the proposed method is O(n 2 + TK (n − l)(c + 1)), where n is the number of samples in the dataset, l is the number of initially labeled samples, c is the number of classes, K is the number of the selected nearest neighbors and T is the number of iterations.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the following representative methods on SSL related to label propagation and kernel learning fields are chosen for comparison. 1) SSELP: Our proposed method. Parameters (except the parameter K ) are set as default q = 0.9, n maxits = 1000, δ = 10 −10 , α 0 = 1, β = 2. 2) SELP [25] : Label propagation method. Hard labels are fused and propagated between vertices. The K nearest neighbor directed graph is constructed to apply it to non-graph data. Parameters (except K ) are set as default α 0 = 1, β = 2, η = 0.7, PerFul = 0.9, MaxIts = 1000. 3) SLP [20] : Label propagation method. Soft labels based on statistical framework are propagated between vertices. Likewise, the K nearest neighbor directed graph is constructed. Parameter (except K ) is set as default α = 0.8. 4) LapMKL [15] : Laplacian Multiple Kernel Learning method (Kernel method). It extends the lapSVM to multiple kernel occasion to improve the ability of processing complex data. Parameters (except K ) are selected by 5-fold cross validation as suggested. 5) LapEIKR [16] : Laplacian Embedded Infinite Kernel Regression method (Kernel method). By improving the ability of feature mappings, LapEIKR is able to deal with complex datasets. Parameters (except K ) are computed out iteratively and optimally. 6) MeanS3VM [14] : Mean Semi-supervised SVM method (Kernel method). It improves the semi-supervised SVM by incorporating the mean value of unlabeled data to maximize the classification margin. Parameters are set as default c 1 = 10, c 2 = 0.1, n maxits = 50. We picked the datasets that the LapMKL and LapEIKR methods used [15] , [16] to test the performance of the above six methods, and some datasets were replaced because all the investigated methods performed too badly to show the differences of performance on such datasets especially when there are extremely few labeled samples. Characteristics of the used UCI datasets [44] and Benchmark datasets 1 are shown in Table 1 . In addition, the one versus one mechanism is employed in methods of LapMKL, LapEIKR and MeanS3VM to deal with multi-class problems in following experiments. The parameters K in methods of SSELP, SELP and SLS are kept consistent because of their similar label update mechanisms. We reported the best results of LapMKL and LapEIKR when K takes values in the commonly used interval [4, 8] in the references [15] , [16] .
A. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In this section, a simple illustrative example on butterfly dataset is given to show how the proposed SSELP method works. The butterfly dataset is shown in Fig.1 . There are 11 points in this dataset and they can be gathered into two classes. Among them, point 5 can be regarded as a fuzzy point. Because it has the same distance to the center point of each class. Assume that point 0 and point 10 are the initially known labeled points. We set K = 4, and all the rest parameters are set to their corresponding default values. Following Algorithm 1, the initial credal partition M (0) of butterfly dataset is shown in Fig.2 -top. The value of m(w i )(i = 1, 2) measures the belief that the point x i belongs to Class i. And m( ) measures the ignorance to the label of x i . After the first label propagation process, the credal partition M (1) is shown in Fig.2 -median. We can see that the initial known label information of point 0 and point 10 has been propagated to most unlabeled points except the points 4, 5 and 6. As shown in Fig.2 -bottom, after the third label propagation process, all the unlabeled points can be easily assigned to the corresponding correct class. In addition, the point 5 has the same belief value in each class. It reveals the nature of the intermediate point. 
B. PARAMETER ANALYSIS
As shown in Algorithm 1, there are six tunable parameters in the proposed SSELP method. In real applications, five of them can be simply set to the suggested defaults q = 0.9, n maxits = 1000, δ = 10 −10 , α 0 = 1, β = 2. To study the behaviour of SSELP, we analyzed the parameter K in this section. 5% samples are randomly selected from each class as labeled data, and the rest is left unlabeled. We calculate the ratio between the number of wrongly classified unlabeled samples and that of the whole unlabeled samples, as the error rate. Then we ran the SSELP with K ranging from 5 to 50 (with the increment of 5) on the eight UCI datasets. The mean error rate in 10 random experiments are reported in Fig.3 .
According to the Fig.3 , we can see that the performance of our proposed SSELP is stable and acceptable when K exceeds 10. As far as the authors know, for KNN-based clustering, there is no efficient rule to automatically determine the optimal number K of nearest neighbors. If there is no additional information of data distribution, we suggest that the parameter K of SSELP takes an integer above 1 2 n c on real-world datasets, where n is the total number of samples and c is the total number of classes in datasets.
C. COMPARATIVE EXPERIMENTS WITH 5% LABELED DATA IN EACH CLASS
In this part, we compared the performance of SSELP with the other five methods presented in Section IV. 5% samples are randomly selected from each class as labeled data, and the rest is left unlabeled. Considering the time for experimentation, we repeated the test 10 times, and then reported the mean, maximum and minimum error rates. Results are shown in Table 2 . Values in the bracket are the maximum and minimum error rates, respectively. The numbers of nearest neighbors K selected in corresponding methods are also listed. The symbol ''− means there is no value for that entry. Bold type underscores the lowest mean error rate. Further, average ranks of different methods on all the experimental datasets are given in Table 3 , and the chart is drawn to visually show the variations of mean error rates of different methods in Fig.4.   FIGURE 3 . The mean error rate of the proposed SSELP method based on 5% labeled samples in each class. VOLUME 7, 2019 TABLE 2. Results(mean (maximum, minimum)%) with 5% labeled samples in each class.
TABLE 3.
Average ranks on all the experimental datasets with 5% labeled samples in each class. In Table 3 , the SSELP method has the lowest average error ranks. Further, SSELP always performs best except on Vote (Rank 3). It illustrates that the proposed SSELP method outperforms other methods.
D. COMPARATIVE EXPERIMENTS WITH 5 LABELED SAMPLES IN EACH CLASS
In this part, 5 samples are randomly selected from each class as labeled data. Table 4 and Table 5 give the classification results in 10 tests and the average ranks of each method on all the datasts, respectively. Correspondingly, the variations of mean error rates of different methods are shown in Fig.5 .
Comparing with the classification results with 5% labeled samples, performance of all the methods on most datasets degenerates because of the decrease of the labeled samples. In Table 5 , we can see that the SSELP has the lowest average error ranks. Further, SSELP performs best except on three datasets of wdbc, COIL2 and USPS, while it is also competitive (Rank 2, Rank 2, Rank3) on these three datasets. It demonstrates that the semi-supervised model based on soft evidential label is stable and effective.
E. ROBUST EXPERIMENTS ON SPIRAL DATASETS
In this part, two spiral curves with 360 points are generated by the following equations:
where
The spiral curve is shown in Fig.6 -a. Two kinds of noises are investigated.
• Outlier samples. As shown in Fig.6 -b, two points are added into the spiral curves. Considering the inconsistency with the main body of each curve, the two points can be regarded as outliers.
• Gaussian noises. It follows normal distribution with the mean 0 and variance σ 2 . Four different levels (0 ≤ σ < 0.5) of noises are respectively added into the original spiral curves, and two of them are shown in Fig.6-c,d . In following tests, the parameters K in corresponding methods are all set to 8. We randomly select one point in each curve as the labeled point (the rest leaves unlabeled). Then all the methods are respectively tested on the original spiral dataset, spiral dataset with outliers and noisy spiral datasets.
Firstly, the impact of outliers is analyzed. Results are given in Table 6 . Two methods of SSELP and SLP accurately classify all the unlabeled points in original spiral curves. When the two outliers are added, performances of all the methods are reduced. The SLP assigns the two outlies to one certain curve because of its incapability to identify outliers. Therefore, its error rate is 0.56%. The increases of mean error rates of other four methods exceed 0.56%. It indicates that more points except the two outliers are mistakenly classified. As described in the reference [25] , the SELP is able to identify outliers. However, only the points which are completely dissimilar with all the others points under the similarity measurement of SELP can be identified as outliers. Therefore, SELP does not effectively detect the two outliers in Fig.6-b . The proposed SSELP not only accurately classifies all the points but also detects the two outliers. It demonstrates that the proposed SSELP is robust to outliers. Secondly, we analyze the impact of noises. Results are given in Table 6 . Performance of all the methods degenerates as the level of noises increases, which is consistent with our common sense. Comparing with the SELP established on hard labels, the proposed SSELP performs better because of the advantage of soft evidential labels. The LapMKL and LapEIKR always perform badly on the spiral datasets because they are incapability to learn the manifold structure in datasets when there are extremely few labeled data in training set. The MeanS3VM method, which incorporates mean values of unlabeled data to maximize the classification margin, destroys the manifold structure of the spiral curves, so it also behaves badly. The proposed SSELP performs best with different levels of noises. Further, the SSELP can always accurately classify all the points in the spiral curves when σ < 0.3. It indicates that the proposed SSELP is robust to noises on the spiral dataset.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In order to deal with the classification problems with few labeled data and underlying outlier samples, in this paper, we propose the SSELP algorithm in the framework of evidence theory. The proposed SSELP incorporates the basic belief assignment functions as the soft evidential labels so as to measure both the uncertainty of samples' class assignments and the degree of samples' abnormality. The designed label update mechanism makes the unlabeled samples absorb neighbors' label information to iteratively update their labels. Experiments on UCI, benchmark datasets and spiral datasets are carried out and compared with some state-of-the-art methods; the experiment results validate its superior performance, robustness and feasibility of identifying outliers.
In the future, we aim to improve the proposed method, especially for comparison of different evidential combination rules and selections of compound focal elements in the BBA. 
